Lean for Startups Worksheets

Contact zach@techstars.com with questions

Lean for Startups
Create Coherent
behaviors, decisions
and sense of purpose

maintain a shared
understanding of the
essence of your
business

Surface key risks/
unknowns and take
focused action

Company OS

Lean Canvas

Impact Uncertainty

do more of the right work
faster by visualizing and
optimize the flow of work

Experiments
Frame
Build
Measure
Learn

coherence
Energy
alignment

Business Model Canvas

Plan
Do
Check
Adjust

Progress
obstacles
opportunities
unknowns
risks

Strategy

Focus
Experiments
Improvements
Tactics

Kanban

value Proposition Canvas

Integrate learning
Monthly

Integrate learning
Monthly

Learning

Learning

Learning
Integrate learning
quarterly

or

improvements

Integrate learning
daily

How: Our guiding heuristics
What: Our aspirational destination

Create coherent behaviors through shared beliefs
Create coherent decisions through shared heuristics
Create energy and alignment through a shared goal

Based on work done by: Rally Software, Jim Collins, simon sinek, and David Snowden

Is the vision engaging enough to create strong emotions for those involved? Is the vision articulated in a way that you can vividly
picture this destination? Does the vision inspire you by painting the destination of a grand adventure?

A vision clearly describes what it will be like to achieve your Audacious Goal.

An Audacious goal is a huge and daunting challenge expressed as a
clear and compelling goal.
Is the goal SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and
time-bound)? Is the goal easy to understand and remember? Will it
be a stretch to achieve this goal? Does the goal inspire you and
others? will achieving the goal require improvement and growth?

aspirational destination

Audacious Goal

Are these heuristics specific enough to guide your thinking and general enough to stand the test of time? Do these heuristics help you turn strategy into action? Do these heuristics provide decision
making clarity independent of the situation surrounding the decision? Do you believe in the heuristics to the point where you will let them guide you in good times and in bad times?

Guiding heuristics establish a common approach to decision making that creates aligned decisions. the heuristics should give clear, concise, high-level guidance about what to do and what not to do. Think
of these as long standing mantras that will guide the decisions you make. The heuristics should be coherent with each other, the power is in the whole, not the parts.

guiding heuristics

Would these values make sense outside your current context? Would you want future generations to live by these core values?
Would you honor these values even if they became a competitive disadvantage? Will you hire and fire based on these values? Would
you quit before compromising any of these values? If you created a new context, would it have these values?

Your core values are the essential and enduring shared beliefs. These beliefs are so fundamental and strongly held that they will
often go unchanged for many decades.

Your core purpose is the reason your company exists. It should
capture the motivation behind the work you do. It should inspire
your work while being beyond achievement.
Does this purpose inspire you? Are you proud to be part of this
purpose? 100 years from now, will it still inspire? does this
purpose help you imagine possible opportunities outside of your
current situation? Does this purpose help you understand what
opportunities you won’t pursue in the future? How will a cynic
respond to this purpose?

Core values

Core purpose

Company Operating System
Company:
date:

Why: Our core beliefs

Based on work done by Rally Software

Low

Degree of Impact

High

Impact & Uncertainty

Low

High

Level of Uncertainty

Past example where the
solution was obvious to
everyone

Past example where an
expert, after some
analysis, knew how to
help you

Past example where the
data supported
multiple hypotheses
and only in hindsight
could you understand
the correct solution

Past example where you
had no time to think,
and you knew you had
to act immediately

Strategy Worksheet
Past Performance (goals, actuals, and gaps) and Moments (events, actions, etc)
Previous Period’s OKRs and Results
Ojbective

Primary:

Secondary:

Secondary:

Expected Key Result
Actual Result
Gap
What objective data (events, actions, etc.) tells the story of how you got to your current situation?

Reactions and Learnings
Reflect on the above past performance and moments. What did it feel like to go through those moments and achieve those
results? What did you learn?

Rationale Going Forward

Company Name:
Strategy:

Date:
Version:

Based on work done by Rally Software

Primary Objective

Secondary Objective

Secondary Objective

What primary objective will help you

What objective will help you achieve your

What objective will help you achieve your

achieve your strategy?

strategy?

strategy?

Key Results

Key Results

Key Results

What specific, measurable, achievable,

What specific, measurable, achievable,

What specific, measurable, achievable,

relevant and time-bound metrics will

relevant and time-bound metrics will

relevant and time-bound metrics will

indicate you have achieved your primary

indicate you have achieved your

indicate you have achieved your

objective?

objective?

objective?

Actions

Actions

Actions

What sequence of major actions will

What sequence of major actions will

What sequence of major actions will

accomplish your primary objective and

accomplish your objective and key

accomplish your objective and key

key results?

results?

results?

Unresolved Issues

Unresolved Issues

Unresolved Issues

What further learnings are necessary to

What further learnings are necessary to

What further learnings are necessary to

gain before you can achieve your

gain before you can achieve your

gain before you can achieve your

primary objective and key results?

objective and key results?

objective and key results?

What do these reactions and learnings imply about how to move forward?

Risks and Dependencies
What things may prevent you from achieving your objectives or key results?

Work Management
Key focus
What key focus areas will drive
your work this week?

Objective
Key Results

Objective
Key Results

Objective
Key Results

Next Week ( )

This Week ( )

Today ( )

Based on work done by Rally Software

Doing ( )

The Pen ( )

Done

